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Abstract: 

Thermal power plants of different capacities have been 

installed in India. However, the coal-based power plant 

having 210 MW capacity turbo-generators with KWU design 

became popular and the plants were installed at various places 

across India. As they are operated continuously and 

maintained as and when needed, it is essential to evaluate and 

analyze thermal performance of each of the components of the 

plant. Energy and exergy analysis are the most frequently 

used techniques to evaluate the thermal performance of a 

power plant. As power plants are operated round the clock, it 

is essential to know the energetic and exergetic performance 

of the plants at various loads and understand the effect of 

critical parameters on them. Instant estimation of energetic 

and exergetic performance of the plant can be predicted by 

combining theoretical evaluation with an artificial neural 

network (ANN). Sixty five ANN models have been prepared 

and trained using forty emperical data sets of the thermal 

plants located in the western region of India. Seven 

parameters have been considered as input neurons and forty 

four parameters have been considered as output neurons. 

Trained ANN models have been employed to predict the 

performance of another power plant having same capacity and 

design using separate data sets. Errors in prediction have been 

evaluated in terms of MSE, NMSE, MAE, MARD and MRE. 

On comparing the error in prediction, it has been found that 

ANN model E1 (generalized regression network having 

spread constant of one) yields minimum value of error. Thus, 

it has been proposed as a suitable model to predict the thermal 

performance of the 210 MW KWU designed power plant 

while changing the operating load and deciding the 

parameters at the required instant. 

Keywords: Thermal Power Plant, Coal, Artificial Neural 

Network, Error in Prediction 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Energy is essential for all economic activities carried out in a 

country. One of the parameters useful in measuring the 

growth of any country is energy consumption. Power 

consumption is directly related to power generation. Majority 

of power is generated using coal-based thermal power plants 

in India.  

The power plants of capacity ranging from 10 MW to 500 

MW were installed in various parts of India after 

independence. KWU design having 210 MW capacity coal-

fired power plants were preferred and installed by most of 

state electricity boards and private power companies.  As on 

today, majority of the power plants in India are operating with 

210 MW capacity turbo generator having KWU design.  Since 

the plants have been installed, they are continuously operated 

in different states of India. Therefore, it is essential to evaluate 

and analyze the thermal performance of each of the 

components of the plant and if possible to modify as per the 

requirements to increase the thermal performance of the plant.  

Thermal performance of a power plant can be analyzed on the 

basis of the efficiency calculated using two approaches viz. 

(1) first law efficiency which is known as energy efficiency 

and (2) second law efficiency popularly termed as exergy 

efficiency. Traditionally, energy efficiency of a system is 

evaluated on the basis of heat balance of a system. Energy 

efficiency of any system is calculated based on the first law of 

thermodynamics which only focuses on the quantity of energy 

lost from the system. Exergy analysis which is based on the 

second law of thermodynamics and which considers both the 

‘‘quality’’ and the ‘‘quantity’’ of energy is important for 

analyzing any thermal system. Exergy efficiency is defined as 

a ratio of useful exergy from the system to total exergy to the 

system. 

The thermodynamic analysis of a system is carried out on the 

basis of the exergy that allows us to assess the exact point of 

inefficiencies and compare different thermal systems. 

Although exergy analysis approach is more robust as 

compared to energy analysis, both methods should be used. 

Energy analysis provides an initial glimpse of efficiencies, 

while exergy analysis should be used as a tool for more 

detailed investigation of the imperfections in thermal systems. 

 

Exergy analysis of a thermal power plant gives us a complete 

insight of the plant. A thermal power plant is operated 

continuously under different circumstances such as shortage 

of fuel, sudden change in demand, sudden change in operating 
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conditions, etc. at various loads other than the design load. 

Therefore, it becomes essential to know the energetic and 

exergetic performance of  different components and plant at 

the operating loads. It may also be possible that by changing 

one or two parameters at that operating load, energetic and 

exergetic performance of the system may increase. It seems 

essential to know the energetic and exergetic performance of a 

plant at various loads and the effect of critical parameters on 

them. Instant calculations of energetic and exergetic 

performance of the plant when change in plant operating load 

is going on and setting the parameters as per the calculated 

energetic and exergetic performance of the plant is essential 

which can be implemented through various techniques of 

artificial intelligence. 

Artificial intelligence is a specialized field in which human 

brain behavior is imitated by hardware or software to analyze 

a problem domain to predict the performance of a system 

under study [1]. Artificial intelligence basically works on 

learning the system behavior based on the available/past data 

of a system. It is based on several learning theories like 

statistical learning, neural learning, evolutionary learning, etc. 

Neural learning is the most frequently used learning theory in 

a wide range of applications. Neural learning tool which 

works on simulating the system behavior artificially to predict 

performance is popularly known as an artificial neural 

network. An artificial neural network is a domain of artificial 

intelligence that is capable of recognizing non-linear input-

output relationship of the system to diagnose and control the 

system performance. It is able to adjust its values to fix errors 

from the output, which makes it a more powerful learning 

tool. 

Initial efforts to model the functions performed by the brain 

neurons were made by physiologists, McCulloch and Pitts in 

1943 with two inputs, a single output and equal weights.  

Thereafter, Rosenblatt, who was a physiologist, developed the 

next model of the neuron in 1958. Subsequently, many 

researches have made efforts to replicate the human brain 

behavior effectively. Werbos, in 1974, has contributed to 

development of the back propagation algorithm. Lateron, 

Parker in 1985 and  Rumelhart and McClelland in 1986, 

simultaneously revived the back propagation algorithm, in 

which weights can be adjusted based on the error between the 

output and the known desired output. At present,  many 

software packages and program codes are available to 

implement the fundamentals of various mythologies of 

artificial neural networks to predict the performance of any 

system.  

Since its inception, many investigations have been reported on 

applications of artificial neural networks in various fields and 

the investigations have been reviewed also. The study of 

reported reviews has been carried out and presented. 

Soteris A. Kalogirou  [2] (2000) studied thirty seven research 

publications related to the application of artificial neural 

networks in various energy systems in a thematic manner and 

reported that artificial neural networks offer an alternative 

method which should not be underestimated. Mohammad 

Mohatram  et al. [3] in 2011 presented an overview on 

applications of artificial neural network in  electric power 

industry which is currently undergoing an extraordinary  

development  due to variety of advantages they offer over the 

conventional methods. They reported that although artificial 

neural networks offer advantages such as (1) very fast 

irrespective of the complexity of the problems, (2) on-line 

processing and classification and (3) implicit nonlinear 

modeling and filtering of system data automatically,  some 

issues like training time, selection of training vector, 

upgradation of trained neural nets and integration of 

technologies are required to be addressed. Yet, artificial 

neural network with its promise of adaptive training and 

generalization deserves scope for further study. 

M. Mohanraj  et al. [4] (2012)  critically reviewed more than 

ninety published articles related to the application of artificial 

neural networks for energy and exergy analysis of 

refrigeration, air conditioning and heat pump systems. They 

observed that artificial neural networks can be successfully 

used for modeling and performance prediction of 

refrigeration, air conditioning and heat pump systems and 

multi-layer feed forward network is most widely used in 

refrigeration, air conditioning and heat pump applications.  

M. Mohanraj  et al. [5] (2015) reviewed more than two 

hundred important research investigations related to thermal 

analysis of heat exchangers using artificial neural networks. 

They reported that (1) the  artificial neural networks can be 

successfully used for modeling, simulation and  analysis of 

heat exchangers, estimation of various parameters of heat 

exchangers, estimation of phase change characteristics during 

boiling  and condensation processes of fluids, etc., (2) the 

control of heat exchangers with  acceptable accuracy is 

possible with artificial neural networks compared to 

conventional controllers and (3) multilayer feed forward 

networks  with a back propagation learning algorithm are 

widely used for predicting  the performance of heat 

exchangers due to simplicity. They have also recommended 

the same algorithm for the thermal analysis of heat exchangers 

as an excellent alternative methodology. 

Richard Fiifi  Turkson  et al. [6]  (2016) presented a review to 

give an overview of the various applications of neural 

networks in the calibration of spark ignition engines. On the 

basis of the review, they reported that multilayer feed  forward  

networks can be used for system identification;  and single-

layer  recurrent neural networks with an increased number of 

inputs can be used for the identification and characterization 

of a  dynamic system. Sunil Kr. Jha  et al. [7] (2017) 

summarized the reviews and the state-of-the-art research 

outcomes related to applications of various artificial 

intelligence techniques including artificial neural networks in 

research and development of wind energy, solar  energy, 

geothermal energy, hydro energy, ocean energy, bio-energy, 

hydrogen energy, and hybrid energy. They reported that (1) 

artificial intelligence approaches possess a great potential, (2) 

there is a need for their proper utilization in future research for 

the novel sources of renewable energy and especially in the 

hybrid renewable energy  system, and (3) the implementation 

of novel and hybrid artificial intelligence approaches will  add 

additional performance improvement of renewable energy 

sources for world  prosperity. 
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On summarizing aforesaid reviews, it is learned that, artificial 

neural network is an excellent tool to predict the performance 

of various systems. Many investigations have been carried out 

to predict the behavior of various thermal and non-thermal 

systems using artificial neural networks. Review of 

applications of artificial neural networks in some of the 

thermal systems evaluated using other than exergy analysis 

has been carried out and presented in Table 1. 

From the review, it can be observed that the artificial neural 

networks can be successfully implemented in various thermal 

systems to predict the behavior of the system under study. 

Review of investigations related to applications of artificial 

neural networks in predicting the energetic and exergetic 

performance of various systems has been carried out and 

presented in Table  2. The exact configuration of  the artificial 

nerural network model along with different parameters 

employed and outcome of the study has been included in the 

review. 

Application of artificial neural network in predicting the 

exergetic performance of a coal- fired thermal power plant has 

been studied only by Adem  Acır [34] in 2013 as found in 

literature. He implemented an artificial neural network to 

analyze the exergy performance of a coal-fired thermal power 

plant having capacity of 160 MW.  He prepared a model using 

multi-layer perceptron feed forward back propagation based 

on Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm having three input 

neurons (ambient temp., steam pressure, condenser pressure) 

and one output neuron (exergy efficiency). The ANN model 

has  one, two or three hidden layers with six different network 

structures such as 3-3-1, 3-4-1, 3-4-5-1, 3-5-4-1, 3-3-4-5-1 

and 3-4-3-4-1. In the ANN model, the actual data set includes 

27 values, of which 18 values were used for training the 

network and 9 values were selected randomly to test the 

performance of the trained network. He used Fermi transfer 

function for both hidden and output layer and the correlation 

coefficient, mean squared error and mean absolute percentage 

in evaluation of the predicted value using ‘PHYTICA’ 

toolbox software. He reported that the 3-3-4-5-1 artificial 

neural network model predicted exergetic efficiency with least 

and acceptable error. He concluded that the new approach will 

help the researchers to carry out the exergy analysis of a 

thermal system and will provide both simplicity and fast 

calculation. 

The review of literature reveals that most of the coal-based 

thermal plants having KWU design and 210 MW capacity are 

in operation since many years; it is essential to evaluate and 

analyze the thermal performance of each component of the 

power plant to increase the performance; exergy analysis 

based on second law of thermodynamics is an appropriate tool 

to evaluate and analyze the thermal performance of the power 

plant; prediction of the exergetic performance of a power 

plant is essential when the power plant is operated at various 

loads to select the proper operating parameters and artificial 

neural network is a powerful learning tool to predict the 

performance. It has also been observed that prediction of the 

exergetic performance of the thermal plant having KWU 

design and 210 MW capacity has not been reported. 

The objective of the present work is to prepare various 

artificial neural network models and propose the best artificial 

neural network model to predict the exergetic performance of 

the power plant under study at various operating load 

conditions and parameters based on minimum error in 

prediction in terms of MSE, NMSE, MAE, MARD and MRE. 

 

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF A THERMAL 

POWER PLANT 

The plant under study is situated in the Western Region of 

India  and  has power generating  units of  LMZ  and  KWU 

design.  The work was carried out on three KWU design units 

of the power plant.  Each of these  turbo-generator sets  has   a 

capacity of  210 MW, 3000 RPM, 15.75 KV, 247 MVA  at 

0.85 P.F. The layout of the plant and extracted steady state 

online data from different turbo-generator sets during actual 

operation of the plant at various load conditions are presented 

in [40]. The energetic and exergetic performance of the plant 

has been evaluated using the steady state online data as per the 

methodology presented in [40] at various dead state 

temperatures. 

 

 

Table 1. Review of Applications of ANN in Thermal System Evaluated using other than Exergy Analysis 

Sr. No. Investigator Details of Investigation Outcome 

1 R. E. Bourguet and P. J. 

Antsaklis (1994) [8] 

Application of neural networks in power 

plants and power systems. 

 

To date the ANN technology has proved to be 

worthy of further investigation, and there exists a 

demand for applying this technology in the Electric 

Power Industry. 

2 Carlos E. Romero and 

Jiefeng Shan (2005) [9] 

Application of neural networks for 

predicting the canal water discharge 

temperature at a coal-fired power plant as 

a function of plant operating parameters 

and local weather conditions, including 

tide information. 

The neural network based software demonstrated 

its ability to predict the canal temperature over the 

normal operating range with good accuracy for a 

long duration. 

 

3 Salam A. Najim et al. 

(2008) [10] 

Application of neural networks in 

analyzing and studying daily loads of 

Jordan power system plant 

The proposed multi-layer perceptron of artificial 

neural network presents a powerful tool for 

decision making in electric distribution companies 
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regarding load consumption. 

4 Yelda Ozel et al. (2008) 

[11] 

Application of neural networks in 

deciding relationships between electricity 

produced in power plant and properties 

of coal used in cogeneration systems 

Artificial neural network model with multi-layers 

seems to learn better and with fewer training stages 

produces better results. 

5 Kadir Kavaklioglu et al. 

(2009) [12] 

Application of neural networks in 

predicting electricity consumption of 

Turkey 

Properly designed and trained 

Multi-layer perceptron with back propagation 

algorithm can model and predict electricity 

consumption of Turkey with a good degree of 

success. 

6 Adnan Sözen (2009) [13] Application of neural networks in future 

projection of the energy dependency of 

Turkey 

On the basis of the predicted value using artificial 

neural network models, the utilization of renewable 

energy sources and nuclear energy is strictly 

recommended to ensure the energy dependency 

stability in Turkey. 

7 Om Prakash et. al. (2010) 

[14] 

Application of neural networks in 

prediction model for reduction of failure 

frequency in thermal Power Plants 

They reported that the artificial neural network 

model is more accurate and efficient, making the 

system robust and reliable as compared to PI 

controller. 

8 J. Smrekar et al. (2010) 

[15] 

Application of neural networks in 

prediction of power output of a coal-fired 

power plant 

It was concluded that ANN model could be 

developed for the prediction of power output from 

the plant by specifying values of a few input 

parameters. 

9 M. S. Nagaraja (2011) 

[16] 

Application of neural networks in 

prediction of power generation 

scheduling on the basis of load for 

thermal power plant 

The artificial neural network method is quick. 

Hence, artificial neural network technique can be 

used in central load dispatch center. 

10 Preeti Manke and Sharad 

Tembhurne (2012) [17] 

Application of neural networks in 

controlling drum level sub-critical 

thermal power plant boilers. 

The proposed back propagation neural network 

proves to be an efficient modeling system for 

calculation and optimization of the water level in 

the Boiler drums. 

11 Robert Mikulandric et al. 

(2013) [18] 

Application of neural networks in 

advanced combustion control in selected 

Western Balkan thermal power plant. 

Artificial neural networks predict better parameters 

to control the combustion. 

12 Firas B. Ismail and Vinesh 

Thiruchelvam (2013) [19] 

Application of neural networks in fault 

detection of condenser failure in thermo 

plant 

This proposed fault diagnosis method can be used 

as a practical application in the power plant system. 

13 Subodh Panda et al. 

(2013) [20] 

Application of neural networks in 

blow down losses control in thermal 

power plants 

The back propagation technique has been proved to 

be a very effective tool for evaluating and 

maintaining boiler efficiency and indirect losses. 

This neural network technology offers the best 

method for designing a neuro control based on back 

propagation. 

14 Purva Deshpande et al. 

(2013) [21] 

Application of neural networks in 

analysis of thermal power plant for 

prediction of the heat rate and boiler 

efficiency 

This predicted heat rate and boiler efficiency can be 

used to provide guidance to the plant operators and 

engineers as to where they should expend their 

efforts to improve the heat rate and boiler 

efficiency. 

15 V. I. E. Anireh et al. 

(2014) [22] 

Application of neural networks in load 

distribution for optimal power generation 

with minimal fuel cost 

This shows that power system optimization using 

neural network is possible in Nigeria. 

16 Mehdi Nakhzari 

Moqaddam and Dr. 

Alireza Shahraki (2014) 

[23] 

Application of neural networks in 

predictive maintenance of thermal power 

plant industry 

It was found that we can predict failure rate per 

effective inputs on system failure in power plant 

equipment. Neural network methods positively 

affect planning gas power plant maintenance. 

17 Bayram Akdemir (2016) Application of neural networks in This study encourages us to use artificial neural 
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[24] prediction of hourly generated electric 

power for combined cycle power plant 

networks for predicting CCPP energy capability 

and shows that artificial intelligence could be a 

trustable method to manage CCPP plant. 

 

Table 2. Review of Investigations related to Applications of ANN in Predicting Energetic and Exergetic Performance of Various 

Systems 

Sr. 

No 

Investigator Application of 

ANN to exergy 

analysis of 

ANN Model Outcome 

1 Sarit Kumar 

Das and 

Prasant Nanda 

(2000) [25] 

Regenerator beds Multilayer perceptron feed forward 

Levenberg-Marquardt, 

No. of Data: 48, No. of Layers : 2 

No. of Neurons:  

Input, Output and Hidden: 2,1and 6 to 9 

(2-6-6-1, 2-7-7-1, 2-8-8-1, and 2-9-9-1) 

 ANN can be used to predict the exergetic  

behavior  of  unknown compact heat 

exchangers  theoretically without the need of 

complex  transient experiments which are 

costly and time  consuming. 

2 Adnan Sozen 

and Erol  

Arcaklioglu 

(2007) [26] 

Ejector  

absorption 

heat transformer 

Single layer perceptron feed  forward 

back propagation, scaled conjugate 

gradient and Levenberg-Marquardt, 

Logsig transfer fun. 

No. of Layers: 1 

No. of Neurons:  

Input, Output and Hidden: 4, 4 and 7 

Error : MSE, MAPE, R2 

Implemented though : MATLAB 

 This study  demonstrates that the ANN can 

be used instead of simulation  of 

mathematical models in the absorption 

systems. 

 

 The most important advantage of the ANN 

approach: they can be used for design and 

optimization of new, novel or more 

complicated systems. 

3 Yilmaz  Yoru 

et al. (2009) 

[27] 

Gas turbines Multi  layer feed forward network 

Back propagation algorithm 

Error : MSE 

Implemented though: CogeNNexT code 

developed in C++ 

 A trained ANN does not require any  

thermodynamic equations or tables for the 

exergy analyses of gas turbines. Application 

of ANN in gas turbines will result in a robust 

cogeneration system with high exergy 

efficiency. 

4 M. Mohanraj 

et al. (2009) 

[28] 

Direct expansion 

solar-assisted heat 

pumps 

Single layer perceptron, feed forward 

Levenberg-Marquardt, Logsig transfer 

fun. 

No. of Data:  60,   No. of Layers: 1 

No. of Neurons:  

Input, Output and Hidden: 2,5 and 12 

Error : MSE and COV 

Implemented though : MATLAB 

 The values of exergy predicted by ANN are 

closer to experimental values. 

 This novel method will help the researchers 

to carry out exergy analysis of a system to 

identify inefficient parts of the system at 

different climatic conditions with limited 

number of experiments. 

5 Yilmaz  Yoru 

et al. (2009) 

[29] 

Thermodynamic 

systems 

Multi  layer feed forward network 

Back propagation algorithm 

No. of Data: 718,   No. of Layers: 3 

No. of Neurons: 14-14-14-14-1 

Error : MSE 

Implemented though: CogeNNexT code 

developed in C++ 

 Sufficient number of  training samples over a 

range must be taken into  account to obtain 

an accurate ANN model on the whole  range 

of input parameters. 

6 Yilmaz  Yoru 

et al. (2010) 

[30] 

Cogeneration 

system having 

installed  capacity 

of 13 MW 

Multi-layer feed forward network 

Back propagation algorithm 

No. of Data: 718,   No. of  Layers: 3 

No. of Neurons:  

Case 1: 14-14-14-14-1,  Case 2: 14-14-

14-14-2 

Error : MSE 

Implemented though: CogeNNexT code 

developed in C++ 

 On the basis of the study, it may be stated  

that the ANN method can be successfully 

applied to predict the exergy  results 

obtained  from the previously trained 

systems such as cogeneration systems. 

7 Tayyeb   

Nazghelichi et 

Carrot cubes in 

Fluidized Bed 

Multi-layer feed forward neural 

network. gradient descent with 
 The developed models could be used to 

determine the appropriate drying conditions 
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al. (2011) [31] Dryer momentum (GDM), 

Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) and 

conjugate gradient (CG) algorithms 

tansig, logsig, linear hyperbolic tangent 

sigmoid and linear logarithmic sigmoid 

transfer functions. 

No. of Data: 518,    No. of Layers: 1, 2 

and 3 

No. of Neurons:  

     Input and Output: 4 and 4 

(drying time, drying air temperature, 

cube size and bed depth) and (energy 

utilization, energy utilization ratio, 

exergy loss, and exergy efficiency) 

     Hidden: 5 to 30 

Error : MSE, MAE, R2 

Implemented though: NeuroSolutions 

5.0 software 

of carrot cubes to reach the optimal energy 

efficiency in fluidized bed drying. 

8 Mortaza  

Aghbashlo et 

al. (2012) [32] 

Spray drying 

process 

Multilayer perceptron  feed  forward 

Gradient descent momentum, 

Levenberg-Marquardt, Conjugate 

gradient, and Quick propagation  

Tansig, Logsig, Linear Tansig and 

Linear Logsig transfer function 

No. of Layers: 1, 2 and 3 

No. of Neurons:  

     Input and Output: 4 and 7 

     Hidden: 2 to 30 

Error : MSE, MAE, R2 

Implemented though: NeuroSolutions 

software version 6.0 

 They observed that the predicted  values are 

in good agreement with exact values and 

prediction error  is negligible.  

 They concluded that the MLP ANN 

approach for exergetic prediction  of the 

system under study is capable of yielding 

good results and can  be considered as an 

attractive alternative to traditional regression  

models and other related statistical 

approaches. 

9 Ali Kecebas et 

al. (2012) [33] 

Geothermal 

district heating 

system 

Single layer perceptron   

feed forward back propagation 

Levenberg-Marquardt, 

Logsig transfer function 

No. of Data:  30,  No. of Layers: 1 

No. of Neurons:  

     Input and Output: 5 and 1 

     Hidden: 1 to 10 

Error : MSE, MAPE and COV 

Implemented though : MATLAB 

 The exergy efficiency predicted by ANN is 

closer to the experimentally calculated 

values.   

 By predicting the energy and exergy  

efficiencies and exergy destructions with 

good accuracy, online  monitoring system 

for the GDHS and the assessment of 

degradation  of the performance of the 

GDHS can be implemented. 

10 Adem  Acır 

(2013) [34] 

Coal fired thermal 

power plant of 

160 MW capacity 

Multi-layer perceptron feedforward 

back propagation,  Levenberg-

Marquardt and Fermi transfer function 

No. of Data: 27(18 training + 9 testing) 

No. of Layers: 1, 2 and 3 

No. of Neurons:  

     Input and Output: 3 and 1 

(ambient temp., steam pressure, 

condenser pressure and exergy 

efficiency) 

     Hidden: 3,4 and 5 

(3-3-1, 3-4-1, 3-4-5-1, 3-5-4-1, 

3-3-4-5-1 and 3-4-3-4-1) 

Error : MSE, MAE, R2 

Implemented though : PHYTICA’ 

toolbox software 

 ANN appears to be a useful method for the 

prediction of exergy efficiency. 

 This new approach helps researchers to carry 

out the exergy analysis of a thermal system 

and can provide both simplicity and fast  

calculation. 

11 Dusan  

Strusnik and 

Combined heat 

and power system 

Multi-layer perceptron feedforward 

back propagation 
 ANN appears to be a useful method for the 

prediction of various data of thermal power 
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Jurij  Avsec 

(2015) [35] 

Levenberg-Marquardt. 

No. of Data: 4765 to 7444 

No. of Layers: 1, 2 and 3 

No. of Neurons:  

     Input and Output: 2 and 2 

     Hidden:  

(40,80,120; 9-3, 10-5, 35-5, 60-10;    

10-8-5) 

Error : MSE, MAE, MAPE, R2 

Implemented though : MATLAB 

plant. 

12 Hadi  

Taghavifar et 

al. (2015) [36] 

Combined 

cooling, heating 

and power system 

Levenberg-Marquardt, Scaled conjugate 

gradient back propagation, gradient 

descent with momentum & adaptive 

learning rate back 

propagation, Resilient back propagation 

Tansig transfer function 

No. of Data: 400 

No. of Layers: 1 

No. of Neurons:  

     Input and Output: 10 and 10 

     Hidden: 1 to 10 

Error : MSE, MRE, R2 

Implemented though : MATLAB 

 ANN has been successfully implemented  

for CCHP system and can be used for 

modeling and predicting the performance of 

other systems. 

13 Dusan  

Strusnik and  

Jurij  Avsec 

(2015) [37] 

District heating 

mony flows 

Feed forward back propagation 

Levenberg-Marquardt, 

Sigmoid transfer function 

No. of Data: 7400 

No. of Layers: 2 

No. of Neurons:  

     Input and Output: 10 and 10 

     Hidden: 1 to 10 

Error : MSE, RMS, MAPE,R2 

Implemented though : MATLAB 

 ANN successfully predicts the data. 

14 Mohsen 

Azadbakht et 

al. (2016) [38] 

Fluidized bed 

dryer for potato 

cubes 

Feed forward back propagation 

Levenberg-Marquardt, 

Hyperbolic tangent sigmoid 

transfer function 

No. of Layers: 1 

No. of Neurons:  

     Input and Output: 3 and 4 

     Hidden: 15 

Error : RMS, MAE, R2 

Implemented though : MATLAB 

 ANN created at all times is capable of 

predicting energy efficiency, exergy  

efficiency, energy utilization ratio, and 

energy utilization.  

 The  speed of achieving the answer in this 

way is more than mathematical  modeling 

methods and, therefore, is suitable for 

modeling  processes and the control.   

  It is a  suitable method to predict the energy 

and exergy in various  dryers. 

15 Dimas José 

Rua Orozco et 

al. (2016) [39] 

Externally fired 

gas turbine 

Single layer perceptron feed  forward 

back propagation 

Levenberg-Marquardt. 

Tansig transfer function 

Implemented though : MATLAB 

 ANN is capable to predict the performance 

and can be used in various thermal systems. 

 

 

 

ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK MODELING OF 

A  THERMAL POWER PLANT 

ANN is one of the latest tools used to predict the 

performance of a system under study.  It acquires the 

relationship between the input and output variables of a 

system by processing the previously recorded data. 

Typically, an ANN consists of an input layer, some hidden 

layers and an output layer. The input layer uses a set of input 

variables known as input neurons. Each neuron is connected 

to other neurons in next layer up to output layer through 

adaptable synaptic weights. Information pertaining to 

relationship between successive neurons is stored as a set of 
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connection weights. Training of an ANN involves 

successive procedures to modify the connection weights for 

identifying the relationship between input and output 

variables. Neurons associated with the output layer are 

known as output neurons. The trained ANN is then used to 

predict the system behavior using other data sets provided as 

input to the network. The predicted value is compared with 

the calculated value and the error in prediction is evaluated 

to determine the reliability of the network. The ANN which 

predicts the performance of the system with least error is 

finally chosen for the system under study. 

Various approaches are known and employed to compute 

errors in prediction, such as mean squared error (MSE), 

normalized mean squared error (NMSE), mean absolute 

error (MAE), mean absolute relative deviation (MARD), 

mean relative error (MRE), etc. They are computed using 

the following equations.  

 

𝑀𝑆𝐸 =  
1

𝑛
∑ (𝑉𝑃,𝑖 − 𝑉𝐴,𝑖)

2𝑛
𝑖=1                   (1) 
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1
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2

(
1
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𝑖=1 )(

1

𝑛
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𝑛
𝑖=1 )

𝑛
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𝑛
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1
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∑ |
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ANNs are mostly used for applications like classification, 

clustering, pattern recognition, function approximation, 

forecasting, control, optimization, and search. Different 

types of ANN architecture used are feed forward back 

propagation network (FFN), cascade forward back 

propagation (CFB), feed forward distributed time delay 

(FFDD), Elman back propagation(EBP), radial biased (RB), 

generalized regression (GR), etc. 

Most popular architecture used for classification is Feed 

Forward Network (FFN). It consists of an input layer, one or 

more hidden layers and an output layer. When more than 

one hidden layers are employed in FFN, it is known as Multi 

Layer Feed Forward Network (MLFFN). It has been 

universally adopted that one hidden layer is adequate for 

modeling a system using ANN. However, in case of non-

linear and complex systems, MLFFN can be adopted with 

care in  employing minimum number of layers and neurons. 

There is no analytical method for deciding the number of 

neurons in the hidden layer and no clear and exact rule 

depending on the complexity of the network mapping. 

Therefore, it can only be found by trial and error. Number of 

neurons depends on the function to be estimated and its 

degree of nonlinearity affects the size of network. Large 

number of neurons and layers may cause over fitting and 

may cause decrease in the predictability. 

 

Total of forty data sets at various loads of the thermal power 

plant have been employed to evaluate its performance. Each 

data set has seven critical input parameters and forty four 

target parameters. The seven critical input parameters 

consist of load of the power plant in MW, pressure, 

temperature and mass flow rate of steam at turbine inlet in 

kg/cm2, OC and kg/sec, dead state temperature in OC, mass 

flow rate of coal in kg/sec and gross calorific value of coal 

in kJ/kg. On the basis of the seven input parameters, 

performance of a power plant in terms of energy efficiency, 

exergy efficiency, exergy destruction and irreversibility of 

the major component of the plant and overall parameters 

have been evaluated and considered as output parameters. 

Sixty five ANN models have been developed and trained to 

predict the performance of the power plant in terms of forty 

four output parameters based on seven input parameters. 

Single layer feed forward neural network having ten neurons 

of hidden layer, seven neurons at input node and forty four 

neurons  at output node, is presented in Figure 1. 

Forty data sets have been employed to train the various 

ANN models using ANN tool on MATLAB student version 

available with the college.  For training the ANN model, all 

the data are divided randomly into three parts, viz. training, 

testing and validation in the ratio of 70:15:15 to avoid the 

possibility of over fitting or over training of the ANN 

model. Training of the ANN model stops depending upon 

the criteria selected. Various ANN architectures considered 

for the present study along with the details of layers, 

neurons, etc. are presented in Table 3. 

Trained ANN models have been validated using separate 

data sets of the same power plant and another power plant of 

same installed capacity and design separately. Steady state 

online twelve data sets of the same power plant and sixteen 

data sets of another plant have been captured and presented 

in Annexure I. The performance of the power plant has been 

evaluated using those data sets as per the methodology 

presented in [40]. The results obtained are presented in 

Annexure II. The data sets also have been used to predict the 

performance of the power plant using trained ANN models 

and results of prediction have been compared with the 

results obtained using the methodology presented in [40].  

Errors in prediction have been evaluated in terms of  MSE, 

NMSE, MAE, MARD and MRE separately. The ANN 

model having least value of error in prediction has been 

proposed as the best model for predicting the performance 

of the 210 MW KWU design thermal power plant. 

 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The steps followed for research are as follows: 

(1) Adopting data and results of energetic and exergetic 

analysis of the 210 MW KWU designed thermal power 

plant at various loads and various dead state 

temperatures from [40]. 

(2) Preparation and training of sixty five ANN models 

using MATLAB student version available at the 

college on the basis of forty data sets of the power 

plant. 
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(3) Capturing steady state online data of the same power 

plant and another power plant having same capacity 

and design. 

(4) Evaluation of performance of thermal power plant 

using validation data sets as per methodology 

presented in [40]. 

(5) Prediction of performance of the power plant on the 

basis of twelve data sets of same power plant and 

sixteen data sets of  another power plant of same 

capacity and design using trained ANN models. 

(6) Evaluation of error in prediction in terms of MSE, 

NMSE, MAE, MARD and MRE separately. 

(7) Comparison of error in prediction for various trained 

ANN models and propose the ANN model having 

minimum error in prediction. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

In the present paper, various ANN models have been 

prepared by adopting the data and results of energetic and 

exergetic performance of critical components of 210 MW 

KWU designed thermal power plant at various operating 

loads presented in [40]. The models have been trained to 

predict the performance of the power plant. Trained ANN 

models have been employed to predict the performance of 

the power plant using separate data sets of the same and 

another power plant having same capacity and design. The 

results of the study have been presented in subsections, such 

as validation using data of the same power plant, and 

validation using data of another power plant having same 

capacity and design. 

 

VALIDATION USING DATA OF THE SAME POWER 

PLANT 

The computed errors in terms of MSE, NMSE, MAE, 

MARD and MRE obtained after simulating the various 

ANN models (A1 to A20, B1 to B20, C1 to C10, D1 to D5, 

E1 to E5 and F1 to F5) using the data of the same power 

plant are presented in Table III1 in Annexure III.  

 

The error in prediction in terms of MSE, NMSE and MAE 

for the ANN model E1 (generalized regression network 

having spread constant of one) is minimum. While the same 

in terms of MARD for the ANN model E5 (generalized 

regression network having spread constant of five) and in 

terms of MRE for the ANN model B11 (single layer cascade 

forward back propagation model having fifty five neurons of 

hidden layer) is minimum. ANN model E1 (generalized 

regression network having spread constant of one) yields 

global minimum value of error in prediction. Out of sixty 

five ANN models that have been trained and simulated, the 

ANN model E1 (generalized regression network having 

spread constant of one) is proposed as the best ANN model 

for predicting the exergetic performance of 210 MW coal-

fired thermal power plant of KWU design.  

 
Figure 1. Single layer feed forward neural network having ten neurons of hidden layer, seven neurons 

 at input node and forty four neurons at output node 
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Table 3. Various ANN Architectures 

Neural 

Network 

Number of Input 

Neuron 

Number of Output 

Neuron 

Number of 

Layers 

Number of Neurons for Layer ANN Model 

FFN 7 44 1 5 to 100 in step of 5 A1 to A20 

CFB 7 44 1 5 to 100 in step of 5 B1 to B20 

EBP 7 44 1 5 to 50 in step of 5 C1 to C10 

FFDD 7 44 1 5 to 25 in step of 5 D1 to D5 

GR 7 44 -- Spread constant 1 to 5 E1 to E5 

RB 7 44 -- Spread constant 1 to 5 F1 to F5 

 

VALIDATION USING DATA OF ANOTHER POWER 

PLANT HAVING SAME CAPACITY AND DESIGN 

The computed errors in terms of MSE, NMSE, MAE, 

MARD and MRE obtained after simulating  various ANN 

models (A1 to A20, B1 to B20, C1 to C10, D1 to D5, E1 to 

E5 and F1 to F5) using the data of another power plant 

having same capacity and design are presented in Table III2 

in Annexure III. The error in prediction in terms of MSE, 

NMSE and MAE for the ANN model E1 (generalized 

regression network having spread constant of one) is 

minimum. While the same in terms of MARD for the ANN 

model D3 (single layer feed forward distributed time delay 

having fifteen neurons of hidden layer) and in terms of MRE 

for the ANN model F1 (radial biased network with spread 

constant of one) is minimum. The ANN model E1 

(generalized regression network having spread constant of 

one) yields global minimum value of error in prediction. Out 

of sixty five ANN models that have been trained and 

simulated, the ANN model E1 (generalized regression 

network having spread constant of one) is proposed as the 

best ANN model for predicting the exergetic performance of 

210 MW coal-fired thermal power plant of KWU design.  

 

CONCLUSIONS 

In the present work, various ANN models have been 

prepared and trained to predict the energetic and exergetic 

performance of the coal-based 210 MW capacity turbo-

generators having KWU design.  The study was carried out 

using empirical data obtained from various plants located in 

the western region of India. Sixty five ANN models have 

been prepared using forty data sets consisting of seven 

critical input parameters and forty four target parameters. 

Trained ANN models then have been employed to predict 

the performance of a power plant using twelve and sixteen 

data sets of same and another power plant having same 

capacity and design, respectively. Errors in predictions for 

various ANN models have been evaluated by comparing the 

predicted value with analytically evaluated value in terms of 

MSE, NMSE, MAE, MARD and MRE. On comparing the 

error in prediction, it has been found that the ANN model 

E1 (generalized regression network having spread constant 

of one) yields minimum value of error in prediction for both 

the cases. i.e., when data sets of the same power plant and 

another power plant are used. Based on this study, it is 

concluded that energetic and exergetic performance of a 210 

MW KWU design power plant can be predicted using the 

proposed model. The proposed model helps in deciding the 

optimum values of  various vital parameters while changing 

the operating load in order to obtain optimum performance 

of the power plant. 
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ANNEXURE I 

Steady state online data of same thermal power plant and another power plant having same capacity and design are presented in 

Table I1 and Table I2 respectively. 

Table I1. Steady State Online Data of same Thermal Power Plant 

 
Table I2. Steady State Online Data of another Thermal Power Plant having same Capacity and Design 
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ANNEXURE II 

The results of energetic and exergetic performance of the thermal power plant evaluated using data presented in Table I1 and 

Table I2 as per the methodology presented in [40] are presented in Table II1 and Table II2 respectively. 

Table II1 The Results of Energetic and Exergetic Performance of the Thermal Power Plant evaluated using Data presented in 

Table I1 
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Table II2 The Results of Energetic & Exergetic Performance of the Thermal Power Plant evaluated  

using Data presented in Table I2 
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ANNEXURE III 

The computed errors in terms of MSE, NMSE, MAE, MARD and MRE obtained after simulating the various ANN models (A1 to 

A20, B1 to B20, C1 to C10, D1 to D5, E1 to E5 and F1 to F5) using the data of same power plant and the data of another power 

plant having same capacity and design are presented in Table III1 and Table III2 respectively. 

 

Table III1 ANN Models-wise Error in Prediction using Data of Same Plant 

ANN Model MSE NMSE MAE MARD MRE 

A1 13702021726.44 0.003596 17937.22 0.3701 0.1312 

A2 159868488591.13 0.041127 52017.47 0.4887 0.2085 

A3 160140134255.51 0.041140 53872.59 0.4815 0.1305 

A4 159669603640.29 0.043046 54094.86 0.4644 0.2887 

A5 81606427927.96 0.021587 34796.69 0.5334 0.2503 

A6 158379063546.72 0.042730 52146.90 0.5595 0.3380 

A7 36665088651.59 0.009751 24912.80 0.2528 0.0796 

A8 127096999618.51 0.034186 44132.17 0.5344 0.3560 

A9 80898665661.67 0.021574 34977.50 0.4896 0.1794 

A10 12806182402.84 0.003383 13355.76 0.2692 0.1270 

A11 151366497049.78 0.040768 52062.65 0.4912 0.2906 

A12 145203964660.14 0.037376 47749.86 0.3893 0.1893 

A13 85249625913.33 0.022088 36303.78 0.3535 0.1962 

A14 172939980585.80 0.046148 55683.29 0.5394 0.3031 

A15 125673754190.86 0.032367 46738.48 0.4697 0.2331 

A16 68683421088.44 0.017951 29261.05 0.4259 0.2439 

A17 125645260953.90 0.032458 44467.12 0.4946 0.1853 

A18 120842468098.41 0.031448 45058.16 0.4292 0.1838 

A19 153750071458.32 0.041495 50522.19 0.4119 0.2051 

A20 80699839892.30 0.021003 33940.20 0.4984 0.2294 

B1 158796110425.38 0.040859 53418.99 0.5396 0.3109 

B2 88714662257.84 0.022992 39982.11 0.5325 0.3305 

B3 3499451442.57 0.000921 11554.91 0.4484 0.1904 

B4 46054032859.67 0.012030 25987.26 0.5163 0.2073 

B5 127223766135.56 0.034246 44725.79 0.4986 0.1961 

B6 127372844840.07 0.034245 45642.73 0.5271 0.2520 

B7 134358914375.60 0.034632 48490.61 0.5283 0.2867 

B8 125639242883.65 0.033250 44156.90 0.6327 0.3950 

B9 114354894967.29 0.029619 42355.95 0.4384 0.1213 

B10 69391433679.43 0.018087 30695.66 0.4246 0.2566 

B11 159857067194.65 0.041157 51699.74 0.3100 0.0131 

B12 52640697423.41 0.013944 26508.94 0.3952 0.1638 
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B13 91924211822.93 0.024403 37593.57 0.5148 0.2267 

B14 127060310218.29 0.034173 45936.62 0.4498 0.1741 

B15 136285434130.25 0.036757 49331.24 0.3217 0.0755 

B16 113744536715.07 0.030492 45631.59 0.5746 0.4083 

B17 83061122569.54 0.021558 37886.76 0.4694 0.2446 

B18 110680752072.70 0.029702 39206.48 0.4272 0.1688 

B19 84264952018.02 0.022014 34497.51 0.5092 0.2896 

B20 102790603646.69 0.027096 43654.21 0.4055 0.2117 

C1 40814940616.46 0.010650 25199.02 0.5297 0.3251 

C2 151067397457.63 0.040718 51176.78 0.4908 0.2200 

C3 101580813794.34 0.026403 42773.67 0.4307 0.2839 

C4 152160590766.22 0.039209 50429.82 0.5417 0.3526 

C5 93019160832.36 0.024700 37450.04 0.4760 0.1835 

C6 115029724020.81 0.030853 42027.06 0.4642 0.1360 

C7 155206094537.56 0.041875 52028.85 0.5798 0.3744 

C8 2329735991.17 0.000615 5270.07 0.2614 0.0756 

C9 160260406425.38 0.041560 52345.02 0.5543 0.2479 

C10 69437529055.20 0.018124 32150.98 0.5585 0.2821 

D1 160517535643.46 0.043321 52639.38 0.4498 0.2109 

D2 39238771666.19 0.010358 29460.27 0.3544 0.2127 

D3 56706810727.62 0.014948 34005.27 0.2871 0.1693 

D4 150819374235.76 0.040725 50328.46 0.4315 0.1957 

D5 56982161914.56 0.014998 34914.06 0.4666 0.3333 

E1 39465157.27 0.000010 1814.10 0.1879 0.0311 

E2 46190322.81 0.000012 1962.24 0.1843 0.0267 

E3 419057265.15 0.000110 3862.66 0.1777 0.0189 

E4 1707670252.71 0.000450 6358.68 0.1737 0.0154 

E5 3817852588.93 0.001006 9312.78 0.1724 0.0172 

F1 155729456869.27 0.039984 53133.06 0.3661 0.1489 

F2 159641560234.08 0.043092 51819.73 0.5904 0.4257 

F3 58883697115.41 0.015427 32844.37 0.2142 -0.0014 

F4 151071128887.92 0.038740 58527.52 0.9819 -0.4842 

F5 159538556755.58 0.040855 62592.87 1.2316 -0.7044 
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Table III2 ANN Model-wise Error in Prediction using Data of another Plant having Same Capacity & Design 

ANN Model MSE NMSE MAE MARD MRE 

A1 119729455972.38 0.030963 47959.92 0.4465 0.1103 

A2 159016678059.12 0.041859 52008.89 0.3277 -0.0070 

A3 160539475147.85 0.041168 52884.57 0.5029 0.1548 

A4 113354905107.42 0.030323 45002.61 0.3717 0.1203 

A5 163006719727.99 0.042896 56488.16 0.4960 0.1406 

A6 109682875817.72 0.029241 44989.30 0.4153 0.1325 

A7 64195747435.93 0.016694 32301.73 0.3025 0.0210 

A8 162482272107.34 0.042781 53190.52 0.3822 0.1405 

A9 195762623689.41 0.052501 61957.86 0.4864 0.1259 

A10 96279962353.67 0.025412 41682.04 0.3953 0.1393 

A11 111537803440.58 0.029683 45376.63 0.4054 0.1119 

A12 147362294174.07 0.039183 50925.58 0.3920 0.1363 

A13 120359268959.86 0.032327 48918.57 0.4180 0.0820 

A14 162330135457.59 0.042715 51644.50 0.3365 -0.0371 

A15 148648282124.08 0.038211 50892.47 0.4445 0.1300 

A16 162369550542.01 0.042697 52346.02 0.3592 0.1122 

A17 162936425411.76 0.042898 55991.77 0.3857 0.0139 

A18 142082794268.01 0.037153 50208.73 0.4082 0.0891 

A19 103363417398.14 0.027417 41022.69 0.3980 0.1479 

A20 144088147019.58 0.038228 54869.16 0.4255 0.0664 

B1 162192076578.91 0.042431 52932.22 0.4482 0.1155 

B2 159111161124.29 0.041868 52833.99 0.4477 0.1213 

B3 154293621765.24 0.040580 50591.34 0.4503 0.0501 

B4 162614543967.76 0.042790 53929.62 0.4952 0.1485 

B5 159217698178.38 0.041888 53781.01 0.4168 0.0562 

B6 193741157305.16 0.051297 61286.65 0.4783 0.1450 

B7 157912840354.14 0.041577 51581.27 0.2662 -0.0255 

B8 159829861950.65 0.042347 55035.40 0.4717 0.1068 

B9 162554941366.59 0.042788 53186.88 0.4556 0.1541 

B10 159046880840.72 0.041879 52307.30 0.4423 0.1185 

B11 162997288910.68 0.042898 55943.24 0.3161 -0.0191 

B12 134734876588.35 0.036239 48710.49 0.3121 -0.0371 

B13 133642273730.35 0.035281 47227.04 0.4975 0.1285 

B14 158874070459.40 0.041796 51071.31 0.3701 0.0066 

B15 149318981691.78 0.039376 54086.23 0.4437 0.0882 

B16 152409979346.18 0.040070 49379.24 0.3102 0.0349 
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B17 97713701019.00 0.025445 40541.19 0.4220 0.0849 

B18 130159118453.11 0.034352 47734.45 0.4593 0.1442 

B19 157825219103.37 0.041024 52346.37 0.4581 0.1434 

B20 147551749908.04 0.037937 52706.70 0.4329 0.0901 

C1 76867843303.07 0.020437 39453.36 0.3063 -0.0251 

C2 108809648155.21 0.028968 44799.95 0.4196 0.1392 

C3 126277152831.16 0.033892 47994.81 0.4114 0.1717 

C4 114196534056.97 0.029637 46638.36 0.3872 0.0831 

C5 133709666828.80 0.035294 47329.45 0.5012 0.1739 

C6 221969837444.65 0.057870 67707.63 0.3405 -0.0165 

C7 149207694948.79 0.040232 52354.18 0.2875 0.0428 

C8 114339215432.88 0.030139 46257.68 0.4197 0.1350 

C9 162853683610.91 0.042889 55456.96 0.4908 0.1061 

C10 162386155896.88 0.042714 52186.76 0.3714 0.0347 

D1 159905409829.14 0.043121 52537.59 0.3473 0.0401 

D2 55778259181.51 0.014712 34004.83 0.3253 0.0859 

D3 56761696450.80 0.014951 35393.00 0.2197 0.0136 

D4 149479185449.35 0.040326 50720.43 0.2780 -0.0048 

D5 57172644452.60 0.015036 36254.31 0.3347 0.1190 

E1 81565489.20 0.000021 2293.12 0.2357 -0.0135 

E2 85155976.56 0.000022 2416.06 0.2356 -0.0106 

E3 452891755.34 0.000119 4248.33 0.2364 -0.0097 

E4 1738112727.10 0.000457 6701.59 0.2375 -0.0086 

E5 3845350391.95 0.001012 9580.17 0.2396 -0.0061 

F1 156160823243.22 0.040063 51962.30 0.3082 0.0040 

F2 160914248464.25 0.043406 52048.91 0.2751 0.1189 

F3 66448141414.62 0.017388 36400.95 0.3306 -0.0290 

F4 202228684099.26 0.051567 68202.81 1.0360 -0.2959 

F5 261355627838.76 0.066255 82435.64 1.4277 -0.4636 

 


